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Neutron Star Physics        
-Fifty Years after the Discovery-



Discovery of pulsars and neutron star observations

In 1967, Hewish & Bell discovered a 

“pulsar” emitting periodic radio pulses, 

PSR B1919+21 (at that time, referred to as

LGM “Little Green Men”-1.)

Crab Nebula (NASA/ESA)

1968: A pulsar discovered in the Crab Nebula.

Imaginary drawing of a 

pulsar (gigantic “dynamo”)

The very short (33 msec) period of the 

Crab pulsar helped to identify pulsars as 

neutron stars!



Discovery of pulsars and neutron star observations (contd.)

In 1962, as a start of X-ray astronomy, Rossi, Giacconi et al. discovered an 

X-ray source (Sco X-1), which was eventually identified as a neutron star.

X-ray image of the Moon

http://chandra.harvard.edu/xray_sources/sco/sco.html

X-ray image of the Sun

X-ray observation by a rocket

Imaginary drawing 

of Sco X-1



Discovery of pulsars and neutron star observations (contd.)

In 1997, a nearby neutron star (about 100 pc away) was discovered 

by an X-ray telescope ROSAT.

RX J1856.5-3754 (one of “Magnificent Seven”) 

NASA/SAO/CXC/J.Drake et al.

Yet to be seen as a radio 

pulsar.

The X-ray emission: approx. 

blackbody spectrum & 

periodicity of about 7 sec. 

Distance 

marginally 

measurable

from the 

optical 

parallax. 



Pulsars as precise clocks

In 1982, a “msec pulsar” (about 1.6 ms periodicity) was discovered.

arXiv:astro-ph/0208356

Evolved from a X-

ray binary system

Stable rotation and sharp radio 

pulses of msec pulsars

→clocks that can be as stable as   

atomic clocks!



Pulsars as precise clocks (contd.)

Pulse profiles of msec pulsars (MSPs)

arXiv:astro-ph/0208356, NASA/CXC/CfA/S. Bogdanov

19 MSPs in the 

globular cluster

47 Tuc!

The nearest MSP:

PSR J0437-4715

Planet-hosting MSP:

PSR B1257+12
Imaginary 

drawing

by NASA



Diagnosing the interstellar medium

Pulse arrival time delays due to 

dispersion in the ISM (partially 

ionized hydrogen plasma).

→Information on the electron 

density distribution (about 0.03 

cm-3 on average ) if the distance 

is known from, e.g., the parallax.

→Distance to a new pulsar can be 

deduced from the pulse arrival 

time delay.

Radio scintillation due to 

electron density fluctuations

Pulsar (NASA/ESA)

How is the interstellar 

medium (ISM) ionized? 

How are stars born in 

the ISM?

Distribution of ionized hydrogens



Pulsar glitch

From young pulsars, glitches, sudden decrease in the pulse period, 

are frequently observed.

Vortices in rotating 

superfluid helium

(Yarmchuk et al.(1979))

Consistent with backreaction to 

disappearance of outwardly 

moving vortices, suggesting 

that superfluidity should occur 

in a neutron star!

Vortices in rotating Bose 

condensate of Rb atoms

(Madison et al.(2000))

Four glitches of the Vela 

pulsar (Downs (1981))



Neutron star mass determination by Hulse & Taylor

A pulsar with a binary companion:                                   

Observed orbital motion → mass measurement!

Radial velocity of 

PSR B1913+16

(Hulse & Taylor 

(1975))

The companion of 

PSR B1913+16 is 

also a neutron star!

Post-Keplerian orbit!

General relativity 

allows accurate mass 

determination!

Lattimer & Prakash (2004)



Neutron star mass determination by Hulse & Taylor (contd.)

Observed decrease in the orbital period was successfully explained 

by emission of gravitational waves predicted by general relativity.

Decreasing orbital period of PSR B1913+16

(Weisberg & Taylor (2004))

Gravitational waves 

yet to be detected 

from neutron stars

LISA project (by NASA)



Various types of pulsars

・Anomalous X-ray pulsars    

(presumably, magnetars)

・X-ray pulsars      

(accretion-powered pulsars)

・Double pulsar (PSR J0737-3039 alone)

Imaginary drawing

by NASA



Neutron stars as theoretical products

・1932: Discovery of the neutron by Chadwick via 9Be＋a→12C+n. 

Just before that, Landau considered the possible presence 

of dense stars like one giant nucleus, and afterwards the possibility 

that a “neutron star” could exist due to the degeneracy pressure of 

neutrons of density higher than normal nuclear density.

・1934: W. Baade and F. Zwicky, Phys. Rev. 45, 138 (1934).             

… With all reserve we advance the view that supernovae 

represent the transitions from ordinary stars into neutron stars, 

which in their final stages consist of extremely closely packed 

neutrons.

at rest moving
The Pauli 

principle



Recently, measured masses and 

radii have been accumulated. 

Lattimer & Prakash, arXiv:1012.3208. 
Demorest et al. (2010) 

Observed masses 

Pulsar twice as heavy as the Sun



Rutledge (2010) 

Distance to the 

globular cluster

Quiescent low-mass X-ray 

binaries in globular clusters

221
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Neutron star matter



Schematic phase diagram of dense matter

中間子束縛核（ ）

By Fukushima



Pethick & Ravenhall, ARNPS 45 (1995) 429.

Pasta

Symmetric matter

Halo nuclei

?
Stable 
nuclei

Neutron matter

Systems composed of nuclear matter

From Lamb (1991).

LiquidGas



Unitarity limit?

Microscopic EOS calculations

Pure neutron matter
Green’s function Monte-Carlo (GFMC) 

with Argonne v8’

Variational method (Friedman-

Pandharipande) with Urbana v14+TNI 
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Ref. Carlson et al., PRC 68 (2003) 025802. 

Scattering length a-18 fm 

Effective range R2 fm

Normal

|a| >> kF
-1>> R



Microscopic EOS calculations (contd.)

Pure neutron matter

smallFF )1.0(5.0  :QMC)(by limit Unitarity E

Ref. Carlson and Reddy, PRL 95 (2005) 060401. 

large

Uncertainties

Consistent

Polarization



.

From Lamb (1991).

Nuclear matter in neutron stars

Liquid-gas mixture Liquid

Schematic cross-section of a neutron star

）（cold K  10~ 9T

物性の宝庫

bcc             BaTiO3-type

From Kobyakov and Pethick (2013, 2016).

crust

?



From R. Hulet. 

Neutron matter and trapped cold atoms

Low density neutron matter Cold Fermi atoms near Feshbach resonance 

From M.W. Zwierlein. 



Chamel (2012).

Effects of superfluidity Neutron band structure

crust               uniform

Superfluid neutrons are coupled with a lattice of nuclei.
Sotani et al. (2012).

Torsional oscillation frequency



QPOs in giant flares from soft-gamma repeaters (SGRs)

Magnetars

image    

by NASA

X-ray light 

curve of the 

SGR 1806-20 

giant flare

arXiv:astro-ph/0208356

SGR

QPOs

Israel et al. (2005)



.

From Lamb (1991).

Nuclear pasta as liquid crystals

Pasta nuclei

Ref. Oyamatsu, NPA

561 (1993) 431.

Uniform

～10 fm

Liquid

Gas

3~ 0rr

?2~ 0rr

“ Spaghetti ”

Columnar phase

“Lasagna”

Smectic A

“Anti-spaghetti”
Columnar phase

Surface vs. Coulomb

The larger L, the narrower pasta region. Ref. Oyamatsu & Iida, PRC 75 (2007) 015801.



Pasta structure in cuprates

Refs. Kohsaka et al., Science 315 (2007) 1380; Tranquada et al., Nature 375 (1995) 561. 

Electronic cluster glass (ECG) 

Stripes 

Charge vs. spin vs. orbit vs. lattice



Gyroid in nuclear pasta Ref. Nakazato, Iida, & Oyamtasu, arXiv:1011.3866.

Curvature corrections (proton fraction=0.3)

?
?



Gyroid in polymer systems Ref. Bates & Fredrickson, Phys. Today Feb. (1999)32.

T

experimenttheory



Metastable gyroid in proto-neutron stars Ref. Schuetrumpf et al. arXiv:1404.4760.

Time dependent Hartree-Fock calculations for supernova matter 

at temperature 7 MeV and density 0.06 fm-3



Phenomenological EOS parameters
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Energy per nucleon of bulk nuclear matter near the saturation point

(nucleon density n, neutron excess a):



Ref. Oyamatsu & Iida, 

PTP 109(2003)631.

K0

L

saturation line

(y=-K0S0/3n0L : slope at a=0)



Recently, measured masses and 

radii have been accumulated. 

Lattimer & Prakash, arXiv:1012.3208. 

Demorest et al. (2010) 



Atomic nucleus

~10 -12 cm

Sotani, Iida, Oyamatsu,  & Ohnishi, arXiv:1401.0161.

Mass-radius relation of light neutron stars

In contrast,

M∝R3



Mass and radius formulas for light neutron stars

Sotani, Iida, Oyamatsu,  & Ohnishi, arXiv:1401.0161.



X-ray burster 4U 1724-307

Large h and hence L

suggested!

Sotani, Iida, & Oyamatsu, arXiv:1501.01698.



Conclusion

Neutron star 

observations

Properties of neutron star matter

Cold atom and RI 

beam experiments

Properties of soft matter, strongly correlated 

electron systems,…


